Proper and improper stigmatic optical systems.
Stigmatic optical systems are of two classes: proper and improper stigmatic systems. The purpose of the article is to explore the nature of the two classes. The image may be rotated in the case of proper stigmatic systems and is reflected in a line in the image plane in improper stigmatic systems. Chirality is preserved through proper stigmatic systems but reversed in improper systems. The image also undergoes magnification that is the same in all meridians and, in the case of decentered systems, a transverse translation. Negative magnification implies inversion in a point. The magnification depends on the distance of the object plane from the system, whereas the rotation and reflection do not. The article shows how to identify a system as astigmatic or proper or improper stigmatic from the transference and how to construct the transference of a system that will achieve a particular magnification and rotation or reflection.